
SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES

We're often asked is there any difference between skills and competencies. Are they just the same thing, or do they
function differently as talent-management.

Methodical Approach Certain tasks in the workplace require a methodical approach, particularly those that are
complex or involved. Well-defined, multi-level competencies are designed to provide a strong but flexible
foundation that links every HR activity. Approaching a project methodically will produce better results than
simply jumping straight in and trying to find an immediate solution. See below for further details on both
those traits. Summary When implementing Competency Management it is important therefore to understand
the difference between Skills and Competencies as well as the different types of Competencies needed in the
organisation. They are the accelerators of performance or â€” if lacking in sufficient strength and quality â€”
are the reason people fail to excel in jobs. It usually appears in the phrase competency to stand trial. During
the recruitment process, you will likely be asked competency-based questions , and the recruiter will use your
answers to determine your suitability. A measurable pattern of knowledge, skills, abilities, behaviours, and
other characteristics that an individual needs to perform work roles or occupational functions successfully. The
word skills is simple, more common, and means the same thing. Data Management This is important for
collecting, managing and reporting data. There are different types of skills, for example cognitive skills ideas ,
technical skills things , and interpersonal skills people , to name a few. Communication Excellent
communication skills are essential in any role. These could relate to performance, customer retention, sales or
finance. It involves the ability to meet complex demands, by drawing on and mobilizing psychosocial
resources including skills and attitudes in a particular context. This will give them a good indication of how
you work under stress, how you resolve issues and your work ethic in general. A competency is more than just
knowledge or skills. This is probably a question for a style guide. Unlike skill definitions, multi-level
competencies define a specific skill at different levels of expertise and proficiency. Examples include:
Analysing data and information to make considered decisions The ability to prioritise different business needs 
Business Acumen Employers want to see that you have an aptitude for business. Being able to promote
inter-departmental working and relationships with other organisations is essential in some roles such as
healthcare. Promoting customer loyalty and delivering excellence are important qualities that employers look
for. Within your application, you should demonstrate how you help the organisation achieve its goals, how
you maintain high standards, what you do when performance problems arise and how you develop your own
performance through training or shadowing. It relies on a combination of skills, behavior and knowledge. In
previous decades, the additional work involved in using competencies to define job success made many
organizations hesitate to adopt them. In some ways, a skill and a competency are similar.


